French Door Freestanding Refrigerators
Featuring the FarmFresh System® - 800 Series

Text “Fresh”
to 21432
to learn more.*

Preserve the foods you
love up to 3x longer.**
Introducing the expanded collection of
Bosch counter-depth refrigerators, with a
streamlined interior and advanced freshness
technology that takes food preservation to
the next level. Enjoy less food waste, and
more thoughtful design.

*USA and CAN only. Text and data rates may apply.

Revolutionary FarmFresh System®
The advanced FarmFresh System combines four innovative technologies to keep food fresh up to 3x longer.**

1. Preservation with VitaFreshPro®

2. Protection with FreshProtect®

An industry first, VitaFreshPro automatically
balances both temperature and humidity.
From produce to meats to cheeses, preprogrammed settings calibrate the optimal
environment, removing the guesswork from
food storage.

FreshProtect absorbs naturally occurring
ethylene to slow ripening, so produce
stays fresher, longer.

3. Consistency with MultiAirFlow™

4. Fresh with AirFresh® filter

Evenly circulates cool fresh air to maintain
consistent temperatures throughout the
entire fridge cavity, including door bins and
back corners. With no more warm or freezing
spots, foods stay fresher - wherever you
place them.

Our AirFresh filter absorbs even the
toughest food odors, keeping your
refrigerator air fresh. Plus, the filter is
designed to last the life of the refrigerator,
meaning it never needs to be replaced.

*USA and CAN only. Text and data rates may apply. **As compared to a Bosch refrigerator without FarmFresh System™. Results may vary among different foods.

French Door Freestanding Refrigerators
Featuring the FarmFresh System® - 800 Series

NEW

B36CL80SNS
Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36CL80ENS
Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36CT80SNS
Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36CT81ENS
Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

B36CT80SNB
Black Stainless Steel
Counter-Depth

Beauty in every detail.
True counter-depth

Adjustable FlexBar®

Our sleek, freestanding refrigerators sit
flush with the countertop for a built-in look
and feel.

Organize your fridge in new ways. FlexBar
creates extra space in your refrigerator – it’s
the perfect home for wine bottles, condiment
jars, eggs, and more.

Dual compressors.
Enhanced performance.

Smart refrigerators with Home Connect™

Dual compressors and dual evaporators offer
efficient and precise cooling and humidity
control, while significantly limiting odor
transfer between the refrigerator and freezer,
for the optimal freshness environment.

Smart refrigerators with Home Connect™ are
designed to offer peace of mind, customization,
and simplification. For example, should you
ever encounter a problem, the Bosch customer
service team can remotely connect to your
refrigerator, helping you find a solution quickly.

Interior design details

UltraClarityPro® water filter

Our new freestanding, counter-depth
refrigerators are beautifully designed in
both form and function with stunning LED
illumination from corner to corner, and a
cool stainless steel back wall.

Our industry-leading water filter removes
an astonishing <99.9% of impurities. So
advanced, it's received certification by NSF,
a leading regulatory agency.

Filtered pyramid ice

Filtered internal water

Enjoy beautiful, pyramid-shaped ice right
from your freezer. Choose the ice bin, or
remove completely for a full drawer of ice
storage.

Beautifully hidden inside, our dual-dispensing
interior water lets you enjoy pure fresh water
with the touch of a button or tap of your
glass or bottle.

Accessories
Water Filter Accessories

FlexBar® Accessories

Door Accessories

FreshProtect® Accessories

• UltraClarityPro® Water
Filter Replacement

• Bottle Holder
• Shallow Shelf
• Deep Shelf
• Egg Tray

• 90° Door Stop

• Starter Kit
• Refill Kit
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